2 Pack Kids Girls Ponytail Sun Hat Beach Safari Hat Wide Brim UV
Protection Summer Bucket Cap Review-2021

Drawstring closure
Premium Material: quick-drying, breathable polyester. Come with mesh side panels and moisture
wicking sweat band, greatly makes your head cool and ventilated.
Suitable for head circumferences of 19-21 inches, ideal for many kids age 3-9. Even suitable for
adults with small head circumference. Elastic buckle behind women fishing hat is for adjusting to fit
your head size
Ponytail Design: Our ponytail hat is designed with a ponytail hole on the Back brain spoon of the
hat, which is perfect for pulling your messy bun or ponytail.The buttons on both sides of bucket hat
can give you more different styles. Inside of the hat is a breathable mesh layer, which can greatly
improve cooling, comfortable and airflow.
Wide-brimmed Hat: 2.7 inches Large Wide brim ,can effectively help protecting from the sun harmful
raysCome with mesh side panels and moisture wicking sweat band, greatly makes your head cool
and ventilated.
Designed with a ponytail hole on the Back brain spoon of the hat, which is perfect for pulling your
messy bun or ponytail.
Elastic buckle behind women fishing hat is for adjusting to fit your head size.
Detachable Chin Strap: An adjustable drawstring to help find the best fit.The chin strap protects the
hat from blowing away in the wind to make sure you could wear the bucket hats during the windy
days or cruise.
The buttons on both sides of bucket hat can give you more different styles.
Inside of the hat is a breathable mesh layer, which can greatly improve cooling, comfortable and
airflow.
Easily folded up into your handbag or beach tote. If you fold it for long time and make a little fold
mark, you can blanch it with hot water and then dry it, or use iron and hair dryer make it returns to its
original shape easily! Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture,
description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

